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Learn the holistic method to heal with Crystals for BeginnersBalancing brain, body system, and
soul often feels impossible, nonetheless it doesn’t need to be challenging. Holistic healing
strategies with crystals might help harness energies and set up a positive and healthful lifestyle.
Crystals for Newbies is your go-to reference guide for healing the right path to greater health
and pleasure.Discover natural treatments for everyday ailments with this crystal-very clear
beginner’s guidebook. In Crystals for Newbies, intuitive energy healer and author Karen Frazier
walks readers through the basics of how to be our best selves using crystals.Crystals for Newbies
provides:Crystal Recovery 101 covering from how to begin your crystal collection to healing
methodsCrystal Profiles featuring in-depth information in how, where, and when to use 10
essential crystals and 40 othersCrystal Remedies identifying the most effective crystals for a
given issue and demonstrating the various ways to make use of themPrescriptions for crystals
include: Abuse, Addiction, Anger, Stress and anxiety, Balance, Boundaries, Compassion, Courage,
Decisiveness, Envy, Forgiveness, Gratitude, Grief, Happiness, Inner Peace, Like, Motivation,
Negativity, Patience, Prosperity, Regret, Rejection, Self-Confidence, Tension, Trust. In these
webpages, you’ll learn to heal, find stability and everyday wellness with crystals.
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I simply recently started gathering a nice collection of stones and crystals I just recently started
gathering a good assortment of stones and crystals. I started with the black tourmaline and it is
becoming an obsession from there. As my collection grows you sort of neglect what each stone is
helpful for and ways to combine them with others. This is a very simple head to and its ideal for
a quick reference. I would recommended this to anyone who is starting out and attempting to
learn the essentials. Of course this opens up Pandora's container and I'm so wanting to learn
more :) Happy meditating! Great for getting started on your own crystal journey! Information in
this reserve helped me concentrate & It’s simple, clear to see, with nice pictures. Great for
beginners!. Love this book Love this publication! I read this reserve cover to cover, then attended
a gem & mineral show. I bought this book to help me learn about my new desire for crystals, and
I love it! balance my energy. Neither folks are aware of the powers of stones and crystals, which
means this book is a great start for us to learn. Today crystals, aroma therapy & Great for
beginners I really like this book so much. Great resource guideline to begin your healing journey
I accidentally downloaded this publication, but now realize you can find no incidents but divine
intervention. I sat down with this publication and finished it within an hour. i would suggest it to
any beginner wanting to know more about crystals and curious about a bit about how they effect
us in existence to! Defiantly worthy of the money! The writer was even thoughtful plenty of to
include some techniques in how to use the crystals for everyday life. It’s been an excellent
beginner book!. I love that this book goes into details for newbies like me, about cleansing and
just about every question I have as a beginner!What I don’t like is it doesn’t give photos or
details into much crystals or types! Very pleased with this purchase. Also has additional
information on crystal prescriptions, grids, and chakras. This is an excellent book for someone
like me starting out with studying crystals and stones. Basic Meh Looking forward.Great beginner
book with information on the place to start but We required another for more information on
the crystals! This book is crucial for any crystal lover!! This book also helps show on how to
cleanse your crystals should you have began your own collection which is so helpful. I so
recommend. Beautiful images and concise details. This book taught me so much - but in an
actual enjoyable fun to read way! I am so enthusiastic about this book. Its ideal for a beginner
and has some actually meaningful and thoughtful rates in it aswell. Such a beautiful read - no
irritating sciencey complicated text - ugh! You need!! Informative This was very informative for a
novice crystal collector. I’ve usually found crystals so gorgeous but never truly understood the
real power of these.? Wonderful book for beginners What I truly loved about this publication is
the breakdown of the properties of the crystals and how they may be used. I love that this book
goes into details for newbies like . It truly explains in depth Crystal's and there indicating. Great
reserve for a beginner. Grabbed the paperback for my daughter and may get the ebook for
myself for a discounted price, that way I could work alongside her. I had no understanding of
this subject matter but was instantly intrigued after obtaining this publication. meditation is an
integral part of my daily life. I have a small collection of crystals right now but after scanning this
publication, I am so inspired to get more to add to my crystal work. Great for beginners Love!
Great info, specifically for us beginners. Easy and interesting reas aswell. I will be buy the hard
duplicate for better access. It's an easy read and the layout/format is quite helpful.. I anticipate
educationing myself on the benefits of crystals and the tales behind the many crystals out there.
Like the book and happy with it Very informative book
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